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1 The Call of the Drums
Ola Akind s

I was born in a land where babies are first carried on the I was born in a land where babies are first carried on the 

backs of their mothers, then on the ones of their nannies 

and of the various siblings or neighbourhood maids. Life 

began in that rich and beautiful mother land, Africa, where 

percussions are ever present, in the heartbeat of Nana, in 

the pounding of the yam, in the grinding of the grains or in 

the sounds of a thousand drums. I believe that the purest 

form of music is eternal and is always playing all around form of music is eternal and is always playing all around 

us, if only we’d listen. But when the call of the drums 

actually reverberates through our whole being, that is 

when our upmost vibrant response is given. I value those 

moments when, it seems, the drums are speaking audible 

words. When all the emotion and passion of the drummer 

is passed to a receptive crowd. I have travelled around the 

world, have lived in four continents so far and have had world, have lived in four continents so far and have had 

those musical apotheoses in many places. But living such a 

moment on a rainy, cold winter day in Suizenji Garden, Kumamoto City just made my joy 

complete! I wondered how the delicate and refined Japan could bring forth such an earthy and 

impetuous sound.

With the freezing temperature and the rain pouring like there was no tomorrow, the sightseeing With the freezing temperature and the rain pouring like there was no tomorrow, the sightseeing 

day in Kumamoto that I had planned with my friends was not starting very well. Armed with our 

umbrellas and wrapped in warm clothes we headed to 

our first spot, the remains of the Kumamoto Castle. 

With that unfavorable weather, there were not a lot of 

tourists as adventurous as us. We could see the 

damage of the last devastating earthquake and how 

every boulder and stone of the rubble was being 

carefully sorted, marked and classified by the 

restoration teams. Seeing the beauty of what is left of restoration teams. Seeing the beauty of what is left of 

the castle recalls, if of nothing, at least of the glory 

and artistry of such a place few years ago; and even 

more so recalls of its majesty a few centuries ago. It 

reminded me of the reconstruction of the Church of Our Lady in Dresden, Germany. Rightfully 

named the biggest jigsaw puzzle in history during its reconstruction after the reunion of both 

post-World War II Germanys, she may shortly be outshone by our very own local Kumamoto jewel, 

when the restoration work is done. 

After a quick lunch break at a local restaurant, where we had a very savoury meal, we headed to

our next attraction: the Suizenji garden. Maxine, my 

phone’s navigation system, always gets me lost or 

brings me to the back entrances. According to ‘Maxine 

the great’ we arrived at Suizenji. No garden to be seen! 

Nonetheless, being true to my na ve and trusting self, I 

parked my little car at a bank’s free parking lot, and we 

headed to the less crowded section of that street. 

That’s when I heard it, strong and powerful: the call of That’s when I heard it, strong and powerful: the call of 

the drums. 

Through the rain and despite the heavy dark clouds, 

the call of the drums was still distinctively rhythmic, 

vibrant and warm. With great excitement and
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anticipation, we followed the sounds of the percussions 
and, for once, trusted our orientation. Maxine had led us, 
like usual, to a ‘back door’ neighbourhood. After about 
seven or ten minutes walking around the fence of the 
park, we were here at the main entrance of Suizenji. Few 
more minutes walking through the park, our tickets in 
hand, and we were standing in front of an open-air theater, 
jubilant and eager for more drums. Our party of three was jubilant and eager for more drums. Our party of three was 
composed of a Chinese-German-British multicultural 
neuroscience research professor, a Taiwanese 
world-travelling business management student and my 
undefinable self. Our conversations were, as you could 
imagine, very educated, engaging and interesting. As 
heteroclite as our little group looked and sounded, we 
were nevertheless all unanimous: we were about to were nevertheless all unanimous: we were about to 
experience something remarkable. 

The Suizenji Garden was hosting a group of Japanese 
traditional drummers. Some looked as young as in their 
teens and others were obviously seasoned drummers. In

most of the drummer’s groups I’ve witnessed around the world, women are not generally in great 
numbers. But this troop was different. Surprisingly enough, many were women. Regardless of age 
and gender, all were very good drummers, and were pounding the skins with all their might and 
with an affable smile on their face. Here, way too often, we hear how sexism may have remained 
or not in some social circles. I can’t but argue that, on the contrary, some things are probably 
different or changing. Art has brought a new dawn on social 
bias.

Although the Suizenji garden in her yellow and green winter Although the Suizenji garden in her yellow and green winter 
robe was not at her best, and specifically on that rainy day, 
everything looked just more glorious and blissful at the sound 
of the drums. The crowd was captivated by the prowess of 
the drummers. At that point it was not about them giving their 
best anymore, if not about us actually fusing in their heartbeat 
trough the music and the perfection of that instant.

Rounds and rounds of pieces, more intricate and powerful Rounds and rounds of pieces, more intricate and powerful 
than the preceding, succeeded one another. Occasionally 

some traditional flutes 
joined in, and a set of 
cymbals resounded, 
complementing the joyful 
harmony. Standing in the 
rain, in the midst of a small 
crowd, we were happy to be in Suizenji at that very moment. 
Closing my eyes, I could easily be transported to the warmth 
of the West African marine breeze, feel the embrace of the 
sun, smell of the log fires and the sweet taste of the festive 
playfulness that adorned every drums performance I’ve seen 
in my youth. I could also, just as easily, picture myself in one 
of the traditional pow-wow festivals in Canada that marked my 
summers these last two decades; and as a matter of fact, I summers these last two decades; and as a matter of fact, I 
could actually see myself anywhere around the world in a 
drum circle. Like beauty, music transcends cultures and 
circumstances. Before we knew it an hour went by and maybe, 
even, another. 
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The visit of a young globe-trotter took us to Kumamoto on 

a cold, overclouded and rainy day, only to experience the 

heartbeat of Japan in a wet garden park. What a treat, a 

pure delight! It was nothing short of a miracle, a divine 

appointment. With a heart full, and a joyful spirit, we 

finished our visits and ended the day in another gem of 

Kumamoto City, the Agannasse Onsen. I heard that Suizenji 

Garden does have a lot of performances on its stage. I am Garden does have a lot of performances on its stage. I am 

now anticipating the season of the various blossoms (pears, 

plums and cherries) and hope to have another vivid musical 

moment while strolling through the parks. 

Photo by 
Jenifer 
Vosper

Sunset Behind the 

Railroad bridge, Kikuchi 

River, Tamana
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Eventful Uto, 御輿来海岸
June Ang

Uto, Kumamoto. To anyone who does not live in Uto, Kumamoto. To anyone who does not live in 

Kumamoto prefecture, it is a foreign and odd place. 

This little city of mine has a literally meaning of 

universe soil from its kanji and shares an amusing fact 

of having its neighbor called Uki. 

A tiny city, what does it offer? This, this is what A tiny city, what does it offer? This, this is what 

compelled almost a hundred visitors to brave the cold 

biting coastal winds on a Saturday afternoon in early February. Okoshiki kaigan (御輿来海岸).

All thanks to Mother Nature, it was a year and a half after I was introduced to this natural All thanks to Mother Nature, it was a year and a half after I was introduced to this natural 

phenomenon did I finally manage to catch it in person on a weekend. Uto’s places of interests are 

notoriously difficult to find with tiny signs, I drove through residential houses to a small parking 

lot labelled ‘property of Uto city’ and wondered how do I access the top of the hill where the 

promised view is. Lady luck was on my side as another couple entered the carpark just before 

me and confidently walked up a road that I had completely missed. 

After a 10 minute walk up a hill and 

across a mikan garden, I saw loads of 

cars, a small temporary caf  and an 

impressive line of tripods with cameras 

attached. Being from Singapore, the 

first thing I did was to browse through 

the offerings of the little stall, and the 

next thought was “Ah, expensive, next thought was “Ah, expensive, 

expensive, why would I pay 250 yen for 

a tiny cup of hot drink?” A mere 5 

minutes, I ate my words as I fished out 

250 yen for a lifesaving cup of lemon 

tea. That was how biting the winds 

were. 

As I shivered and did my best to stand in 

between cars in my feeble attempts to 

block the winds, I gathered my courage 

to stand at the viewpoint and asked a 

Natural coastal shapes formed by the retreating 

tides of the Ariake Sea along a 5 km stretch of 

Uto’s coastline.  

gentleman for help in taking a commemorative picture. As it turns out, he’s the owner of the 

temporary caf  and maintains a Facebook page for this tourist spot. 

I gamely did my best natural smile, he kindly shared the final picture through Apple Airdrop. After I 

got back home, the battle wounds from 45 minutes in the cold appeared, my face and hands were 

swollen from the cold and I ran a nice hot bath to end my adventures at Oda Scenic Coastal 

Overlook.
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Kimono Class in Uto City
June Ang

When I first came to Japan, I wanted to pick up When I first came to Japan, I wanted to pick up 

Kyudo since I have level 1 coach certification in 

Archery from the World Archery Association. 

However, I found out that it is not as easy as I 

thought with Kyudo practices held on Sunday and 

the starting costs of 50,000 yen for equipment. 

Then, by some random chance, I saw this tiny little Then, by some random chance, I saw this tiny little 

advertisement in the local magazine on kimono 

lessons offered in my city. My Japanese is not 

fluent and I doubt the kimono teacher speaks 

fluent English. I sat on my butt for a couple of 

months, reading up all I could on what items are 

needed to wear a kimono before buying recycled 

kimonos at a flea market in Fukuoka. September, I kimonos at a flea market in Fukuoka. September, I 

still remember the month as I was sweating 

buckets from the residual heat of summer and 

from nerves of having to have a conversation in 

Japanese when I stepped into the Kimono shop. 

10 minutes later, I had a paper with the class dates scribbled onto it and my sensei’s personal 

mobile number. What a sense of accomplishment it was!

I think one of the biggest reasons why I went for kimono classes was the simple fact that I will 

not stand out in class. I remember explaining to my sensei that I want to learn and she was initially 

skeptical as the initial costs of buying the items needed for class was not cheap. My resolve was 

only recognized when I went back to buy the items and left my sensei’s shop 18,000 yen poorer.

The school of kimono that I follow is based in Fukuoka and used lots of rubber bands and a The school of kimono that I follow is based in Fukuoka and used lots of rubber bands and a 

specialized obi belt. The main aim is for beginners to be able to dress themselves without a 

mirror in 15 minutes or less. Without a mirror! Lessons are interesting as ladies pop in and out of 

classes depending on their schedules and all of us help each other when steps are forgotten. A 

milestone for me was being able to teach someone the steps to tying the obijime, considering it 
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took weeks of tips from my sensei to pick up the 
steps. 

Kimono means ‘something to wear’ in Japanese. Kimono means ‘something to wear’ in Japanese. 
It has been a fun time deciding what to wear 
every time I decide to head out of the house in 
kimono as all the clothes I have are work clothes 
and it has given me the opportunity to dress up 
for memorable occasions. The next step for me 
would be to have a video record of all the steps I 
have learnt in my Kimono classes as I doubt I have learnt in my Kimono classes as I doubt I 
would have the opportunity to wear them as 
often back home in sunny Singapore. 

A parting shot to all who read this far. Pick up 
new skills! Jump into the deep end! You’ll never 
know what the rewards are. 

Signing out with kimono photos from the invisible 
gaijin. 
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The 2018 Winter Olympics hit fever pitch in Japan this weekend as Yuzuru Hanyu and Shoma 
Uno cleaned up both the Gold and Silver medals in the Men’s Figure Skating division in 
Pyeongchang. “Kin to gin! Sugoi!” “Kakkoyokatta desu ne!” These conversations rang through 
my many shokuinshitsu’s this week. I was then asked the question: In other countries, what do 
most people think of when asked about traditional sports in Japan? Maybe supple and strong 
Sumo, agile Judo players, or kicking Karate kids come to mind? We all know these traditional 
hand to hand combat modes well; but for me, it’s Kendo that springs to mind. Perhaps you’ve 
also had some kind of exposure to Kendo at your schools or workplaces too.also had some kind of exposure to Kendo at your schools or workplaces too.

Kendo is a Japanese martial art derived from combat practices once used by the Samurai class 
in feudal Japan. It is now viewed as a very traditional sport that encompasses both personal 
discipline and development of the human spirit through correct and rigid training in 
swordsmanship and combat. It has strict rules, mindsets and training methods that often appeal 
to foreigners seeking their “inner-self” while learning to master the art of Kendo through 
vigorous training. Required equipment include a shinai (bamboo sword), bogu (armour) made up 
of a men (caged helmet), dou (chest plate), kote (gloves), tare (waist and groin protector), and a 
uniform made of a dogi (jacket) and hakama (pleated pants). To the untrained eye it may seem uniform made of a dogi (jacket) and hakama (pleated pants). To the untrained eye it may seem 
like it’s a free for all, willy-nilly hit-fest, but there are four set targets to strike: men (head),

kote (wrist), dou (torso) and tsuki (throat). 
Fundamentally, a quality kendo training combines 
footwork, shinai swinging, target striking practice and 
endurance/fatiguing practice. Competitively, an 
individual match can last from three to five minutes 
and a complete win is achieved by scoring two ippon 
(points) with the shinai on the above targets before 
time concludes. Each strike or ippon must be time concludes. Each strike or ippon must be 
executed in such a way that the three shimpan 
(umpires) agree a player showed intention, 
commitment, correct posture, correct execution, and 
then appropriate follow through to score the point. 
When a team match is played, generally a team of 
five is submitted and each player fights an opponent 
and the scores are tallied, with the best of the five and the scores are tallied, with the best of the five 
being the winner.

Although Karate will debut in two forms at the 2020 
Tokyo Olympics, Kendo is a long way from being 
included in the elusive list of sports showcased every 
four years on this prestigious platform. Many debates 
have thus far prevented its inclusion; however the 
world’s kendo fighters still have an internationally 
recognised competitive platform on which to 
produce their best kendo and strive for world produce their best kendo and strive for world 
number one accolades. The World Kendo 
Championships (WKC) take place every three years 
around the world; and the next WKC is being held this 
year in Incheon, Korea, from 14-16 September. There 

An ALT’s Journey to 
the Kendo World 
Championships

Dale Padoin
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are almost 60 countries competing, and Australia is 
excited to be sending its most promising team yet to 
this world-stage event.

Late last year, I was lucky enough to be selected as a Late last year, I was lucky enough to be selected as a 
team representative for this year’s Australian Kendo 
Team. There are 14 of us, and in our and our 
coaches’ eyes, we are being heralded as Australia’s 
most promising kendo athletes to date. Members hail 
from the Australian cities of Melbourne, Sydney and 
Cairns. The selection process was fierce, with over 
60 members to choose from. The end result: a 60 members to choose from. The end result: a 
young and hungry team filled with eager members 
training hard for a spot in Kendo history on the world 
stage this year.

Now you may have met one of these members already – me, actually – Dale Padoin! I am currently 
living and working as an ALT in Arao City, Kumamoto. I am grateful for the opportunity to train 
most days with my local JHS Kendo club and with various clubs around Arao and Kumamoto. The 
schedule of an ALT is really conducive to building my intensive training program, as here in Japan I 
am able to train up to 8 times a week if I double up with an afternoon/evening or AM/PM training. I 
am hoping that the hard work will pay off so I can be selected to fight in both the individual and 
team divisions at the WKC later this year. To do this, and then to receive one of the few Fighting 
Spirit awards there is my ultimate dream.Spirit awards there is my ultimate dream.

I know each one of my teammates is training and competing fiercely in their respective dojos, as 
we all have the same “why” pushing us day in and day out: to produce the best results to date at 
the World Kendo Championship, while fostering our personal development and confidence 
through rigid physical and mental training. Thankfully, my schools and BOE are really supportive of 
my dreams too, always encouraging and supporting me so working and going to training or other 
international events is easy because there is no conflict. They often use me as a model to their 
students to set your mind on a goal and really go for it. It’s a pretty special feeling!

If you are interested in finding out more about my team or would like to buy a supporter’s t-shirt or If you are interested in finding out more about my team or would like to buy a supporter’s t-shirt or 
donate to our travel fund for the World Kendo Championships this year, please go to 
http://www.kendoaustralia.asn.au/content/?page_id=4122 and follow the links.



9 Winter Blues or Something More Sinister? 

Thoughts on How to Protect Yourself Against 

Depression on the JET Program
Jennifer Frey

Mental Health Awareness is something that is 
near and dear to my heart. I am not ashamed to 
admit that I have struggled with depression and 
anxiety for more than 15 years. For many, 
depression in an ongoing, lifelong battle that 
requires “constant vigilance” (a nod to my 
fellow Potterheads) to keep it in check. I like to 
think that there are three types of JETs: Those think that there are three types of JETs: Those 
who have not experienced depression, and 
might never experience it; those who are 
familiar with depression and greet him like an 
old rival when he rears his ugly head; and those 
who, as they find themselves struggling to find 
the motivation to get out of bed each morning, 
might be experiencing it for the first time here might be experiencing it for the first time here 
on JET.

Often times, a particularly stressful or traumatic 
experience can trigger depression. If leaving our 
friends and family to move a few thousand 
miles away to live in a foreign country doesn’t 
qualify as a stressful experience, I don’t know 
what does. Virtually every aspect of our daily 
lives has been forced to change, from how we 
cook breakfast in the morning to how we spend cook breakfast in the morning to how we spend 
our evenings after work. While JET is a 
remarkable, once-in-a-lifetime experience that 
allows us to learn and grow as individuals, no 
one can deny that there are hard times. It is of 
the utmost importance that we monitor our 
mental health and familiarize ourselves with the 
signs of depression. Here are just a few things signs of depression. Here are just a few things 
to look out for:

You have lost interest in things you used to 
enjoy. You find yourself canceling plans to 
meet up with friends in order to binge-watch 
Netflix under that kotatsu. While I fully support 
Stranger Things marathons, particularly if fueled 
by large quantities of consomm  chips, if you’re 
normally a person who enjoys going out, this 
could be a red flag. I once read that depression could be a red flag. I once read that depression 
is no different from any other illness in terms of 
how the body tries to recover. When you have 
the flu, all you want to do is lie in bed in a dark 
room, alone. If you’re not sick yet find yourself 

pulling away from others, you might be 
depressed.

You’re starting to get fed up with things that You’re starting to get fed up with things that 
normally don’t bother you. Imagine what it 
feels like to be in love – the sun is shining, the 
birds are chirping merrily, and you’re in a good 
mood for no damn reason at all. Depression has 
the opposite effect. I was hit with depression 
hard around this time last year. I was trapped in 
a constant state of negativity; my co-workers a constant state of negativity; my co-workers 
seemed annoying and passive aggressive, my 
classes weren’t going well, even driving pissed 
me off (everyone was too slow and too nice!). 
While a lot of my frustrations could have be 
attributed to culture shock, allowing negativity 
to control your thoughts, emotions, and 
responses can certainly lead to depression. If responses can certainly lead to depression. If 
you find yourself more irritable and negative 
than usual, you might be suffering from 
depression.

You keep beating yourself up. One of the first 
things that doctors look for in patients 
suspected of depression is their self-worth. 
Does the patient think that they are a decent, 
helpful member of society? Or does the patient 
think that everyone would be better off if they 
weren’t around? It’s not always this cut and dry 
though. Maybe you’ve been getting down on though. Maybe you’ve been getting down on 
yourself for the few pounds you gained over 
winter break. Maybe you can’t stop thinking 
about how crappy one of your lessons was last 
week. It’s normal (and healthy) for us to want to 
improve ourselves to a certain extent, but when 
we start attacking ourselves, this can be an 
indication of a more serious problem. indication of a more serious problem. 

Other indicators of depression are fatigue, 
trouble sleeping (too much or too little), 
changes in appetite (eating too little or too 
much), restlessness, and of course, just feeling 
sad for seemingly no reason. 

So what can we do? First and foremost, I cannot 
stress enough the debilitating and destructive
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power of negative thoughts. They say we are 

what we eat, I say we are what we think. 

Negative thoughts can and will bring you down, 

sometimes even to rock bottom if you let them. 

I read an excellent book called “The Depression 

Cure” by Stephen Ilardi a few years ago, and the 

most important piece of information that I 

obtained from that book was how to control my obtained from that book was how to control my 

negative thoughts aka “ruminations.” 

The first thing you need to do is recognize 

when you are having a negative thought and 

stop yourself before it turns into an all-out 

suck-fest. The second thing you need to do is 

engage yourself in a task that makes it difficult 

to ruminate. Calling or visiting a friend is usually 

the best thing, but other things like reading a 

book, studying, vigorous exercise, or simply book, studying, vigorous exercise, or simply 

getting out of the house for a change of 

scenery are helpful. Activities like watching TV, 

cleaning, or driving are not the best because 

they allow the mind to wander. You need to 

police your thoughts and kick out the offenders 

as needed. It takes practice, but as they say in 

Eat Pray Love, you can learn to choose your Eat Pray Love, you can learn to choose your 

thoughts just like you choose your clothes 

every day. 

The second thing I recommend is getting your 

physical health in order. I am not exaggerating 

when I say that joining a gym literally saved my 

life last year. My depression was at an all-time 

high, and unwelcome suicidal thoughts would 

flit in and out before I realized what was 

happening. Fortunately, the words “start 

exercising” also popped into my head, and I exercising” also popped into my head, and I 

decided to listen. Joining a gym got me out of 

the house, upped my endorphins, gave me a 

realistic, achievable goal to put my energy 

towards, and in addition, allowed me to make a 

new group of friends. While gym memberships 

are expensive, I rationalized to myself that it 

was cheaper than weekly therapy, plus I got the was cheaper than weekly therapy, plus I got the 

bonus of not only improving my mental and 

physical health, but my appearance as well. 

Finding it hard to master your ruminations? Start 

exercising and let ‘em rip – they’re excellent 

workout fuel! There is literally no downside to 

regular, safe exercise, so why not give it a try 

and see if it helps?and see if it helps?

Finally, I’m going to suggest goal-setting as a 

means of beating depression. Having worked 

towards JET as a goal for many years, I felt lost 

after arriving in Japan. I rode my post-success 

high for a few months but eventually depression 

came waltzing back into my life. I realized that 

what I needed was direction. At the ripe old age 

of 33, the only goals I had left were to get 

married and have children. Well, as it turns out, 

you can’t exactly plan for those, though I 

certainly tried and have an abundance of failed 

Tinder dates to prove it. So I decided to sit Tinder dates to prove it. So I decided to sit 

down and make some realistic goals to put my 

energy towards. I recommend setting several 

goals, both big and small, so that you’re 

constantly working towards improving your life 

in some way. Whether it be learning to cook a 

perfectly fluffy omurice or going after the JLPT, 

goal-setting will keep you focused and in goal-setting will keep you focused and in 

control, two things that create an unwelcome 

environment for depression.

There are times when depression cannot be 

managed on one’s own. It is a serious illness and 

you should never hesitate to ask for help if you 

think you need it. I know that I, our PAs, and 

countless JETs would consider it an honor and a 

duty to help a fellow expat in need. Don’t be 

afraid to reach out. Also, JET offers mental 

health counseling, whether it be through e-mail, health counseling, whether it be through e-mail, 

Skype, or in person. Personally, I found the web 

service to be a bit clunky and outdated, but it 

still helped me tremendously in my time of 

need. 

Lastly, there is a lot of stigma surrounding 

mental illness and in particular, antidepressants. I 

urge you to do your own research and decide 

with a medical professional whether or not they 

are right for you. They aren’t for everyone, and 

it takes time to get the dosage and brand right, 

but they can be life-saving. There is nothing 

wrong with taking the necessary steps to cure wrong with taking the necessary steps to cure 

your depression, quite the opposite in fact. 

Furthermore, I think you’ll find that more people 

in your life have their own mental health stories 

to share than you might realize. Every life is 

important and everyone deserves happiness. 

Take charge of your mental health, stay safe, 

and have a great rest of your time on JET!and have a great rest of your time on JET!



Counseling Resources Available to JETs:

JET Online Counseling Service

Professional counseling for free through Skype or Webmail.
Ask your CO or PAs for information on accessing this service.

AJET Peer Support Group

8 pm to 7am every night
050-5534-5566 or ‘AJETPSG’ on Skype (http://www.ajet.net/psg/)050-5534-5566 or ‘AJETPSG’ on Skype (http://www.ajet.net/psg/)
Staffed by JET volunteers, free and confidential

Tokyo English Lifeline

Lifeline: 9AM to 11PM daily
03-5774-0992 (http://www.telljp.com/)
Free and confidential
Distance counseling: Call for more information at 03-4550-1146 (M-F, 10 am to 6 pm)

If you seek private counseling, you can utilize the JET Mental Health Counseling Assistance If you seek private counseling, you can utilize the JET Mental Health Counseling Assistance 
Program to receive a subsidy through CLAIR to cover 50% of counseling charges (up to 20,000  
yen per year) not covered by national health insurance. Ask the PAs for the contact information 
of a mental health professional and further information on the Counseling Assistance Program.

Photo by Chris Hester, 

Former Amakusa ALT
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Snowy Yokohama Chinatown
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Photos by Justin Lau

Berbles - Shibuya

Daigoji

Arashiyama Sunset



ALT Pep Talk
Bilal Khan

As we’ve arrived at the midway point of the 
JET-year and hopefully survived the brutal 
winter weather that casually seeped its way 
through our flimsy Japanese abodes, I want to 
take a second and remind everyone that what 
you do matters. Specifically, I want to talk a little 
bit about the easily overlooked “cultural 
exchange” part of the ALT job. I have to exchange” part of the ALT job. I have to 
apologize in advance to CIRs and SEAs; this is 
mostly going to be an ALT to ALT sort of 
discussion. Lo siento.

Allow me to use the infamous disclaimer: every 
situation is different. Hate me already, huh? 
Well, sue me. My situation is going to be 
different from yours. However, let me just give 
you some insights as to what I’ve learned 
through my experience. 

First, though: prefectural JETs, take a second First, though: prefectural JETs, take a second 
and recall Article 3, Section 1 of your 2017 JET 
Terms and Conditions contract. Municipal JETs, 
find a partner and pair up. I’ll wait. Got it? Good. 
Since we all love our contract, memorized it like 
the back of our hand, and sleep with it under 
our pillow, I have no doubt you all realize I’m 
talking about the section detailing the duties of talking about the section detailing the duties of 
the ALT. Ha. Well, take a gander at Number 2: 
JETs shall “assist with international awareness 
education at prefectural schools.” What do we 
suppose this means? Well, it could mean talking 
about your home country in your classes, or 
designing English boards with different cultural 
topics. All very good ideas. However, I think the topics. All very good ideas. However, I think the 
most important thing to consider is how 
students will base their interactions with you on 
their future outlook of the world and of other 
fellow gaijin. 

Let’s stop for a second and think back to when 
we were in elementary, middle, and high school. 
Think about the teachers that you still 
remember: good and bad. Maybe the one who 
made you take a zero on that report you turned 
in 5 seconds late. The jokester. The cool 
teacher. The one who made you who you are 
today. What all these teachers have in common today. What all these teachers have in common 
is that you can still remember them, several 
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years later. Take a guess where I am going with 
this. 

Before I reveal what it is, I want to mention a Before I reveal what it is, I want to mention a 
really keen observation that Ozu SHS teacher 
Mr. Miyamoto shared at the 2017 SDC SHS 
panel discussion. I’m paraphrasing here, but he 
said something along the lines of: JTEs are the 
teachers that students look up to as role models 
for speaking English because, well, they are 
Japanese. ALTs, on the other hand, are like idols. Japanese. ALTs, on the other hand, are like idols. 
Mister or Missus popular. The ones that bring 
excitement to the classroom. A very key part to 
making international awareness education 
possible. 

Getting back to my previous discussion (or 
should I say rambling), I want to point out that 
you, as an ALT, are 100% absolutely going to 
leave a lasting influence in your students’ lives. 
Yes, you! You, you, you! Maybe out of the 
dozens of teachers you had, you only 
remember a couple. Well, guess what? You will 
be that one-in-a-couple-dozen memorable be that one-in-a-couple-dozen memorable 
teacher that your students will remember. I’m 
not going to lecture you on how you have 
should behave with having such great 
responsibility thrust upon you, because they 
probably already drilled that into your brains at 
orientation. Besides, I’ve met many of you guys 
reading this and I know each and every one of reading this and I know each and every one of 
you is adventurous, kind, warm-hearted, perhaps 
sassy, and perfectly capable of leaving a big 
enough impression on even your sleepiest 
student that they’ll one day ponder, “Huh, I 
wonder how (INSERT NAME HERE) Sensei is 
doing.” 

If I may just give my opinion here, I think it’s 
totally worth it to go out of your way to interact 
with your students outside the classroom. I 
know that the idea of being a perpetual, 
super-genki machine has also been drilled into 
our heads since orientation, but feel free to just 
be yourself. Being soft-spoken or an introvert is 
not mutually exclusive to being friendly.not mutually exclusive to being friendly.

With all that being said, let’s not pretend that the 
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ALT job is all sunshine and rainbows. There are 
going to be some bad eggs here and there, in 
terms of students. The job can be tough, and 
maybe you don’t feel like you are being utilized 
properly as an ALT in class. Work relations may 
not be the best. Perhaps you are counting down 
the days until your contract ends so you can go 
back home. Regardless of the circumstances, I back home. Regardless of the circumstances, I 
want to leave you with this gem of a quote from 
none other than Mr. Rogers that encapsulates 
the beauty of the Japanese proverb 一期一会 
(ichi-go ichi-e):

“If you could only sense how important you are 
to the lives of those you meet: how important 
you can be to the people you may never even 
dream of. There is something of yourself that 
you leave at every meeting with another 
person.”  

Next time you need a pick-me-up, just Next time you need a pick-me-up, just 
remember those words and really try to see 
what a difference you make. You got this. 

がまだせばい！

Photos by 
Laura McGhee

Farm Road

Koga Waterfall

Aso Snow

Sunset from an Airplane Window
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New York Style

(https://goo.gl/images/9c42sp)

Learn About Pizza
Chiri Davis

Please challenge yourself by attempting to read 

and comprehend this article I wrote for students 

in Japanese. 

今日、私はピザについて話したいと思います。アメリカのピザとイタリアのピザは全然違います。ほと
んどの日本人が食べたことがあるピザは、イタリア風のです。アメリカのピザの特徴はトッピングの多
様性にあります。アメリカはとても大きいので、さまざまな都市が独自のスタイルのピザを作っていま
す。この場合は、ドミノ・ピザやピザハットのようなファーストフードのピザについての話ではありま
せん。それは地元で作られたピザです。

アメリカで最も人気のあるピザのスタイルは、ニューヨークスタイルとシカゴスタイルです。ニューヨアメリカで最も人気のあるピザのスタイルは、ニューヨークスタイルとシカゴスタイルです。ニューヨ
ークのピザは、薄い生地を手で投げて作られた大きなピザで、持ち帰り用に幅の広いスライスで販売さ
れているのが特徴です。シカゴスタイルのピザの中で最も有名なピザは深い皿(金属製の鍋)で焼く＂デ
ィープディッシュピザ＂です。それはとても厚いパイのようなピザです。

デトロイトスタイルのピザが違うのは、余分に厚く、非常にクリスピーな底が正方形に作られているとデトロイトスタイルのピザが違うのは、余分に厚く、非常にクリスピーな底が正方形に作られていると
ころです。デトロイトスタイルのピザのクラストは、たまに二度焼いてしまうことがあります。通常、
よく油が塗られた鍋で焼かれ、パン生地の底や端が揚げ物のようなカリカリの食感にしあがります。一
部の店では、焼く前に柔らかいブラシで溶かしたバターを塗布します。結果として出来上がったピザは
噛み応えがあります。

私がピザを選んだ理由は、誰もが知っていて好きな料理だからです。地域や資源によっては、料理方が私がピザを選んだ理由は、誰もが知っていて好きな料理だからです。地域や資源によっては、料理方が
変わることがあります。それは、大阪と広島のお好み焼きの違いのようなものです。デトロイトは米国
の自動車産業の中心地として最も知られている「モーターシティ」で「ゼネラル・モーターズ」、「フ
ォード」、「クライスラー」の「ビッグ・スリー」が３大自動車メーカーとして知られています。米国
のピザは地域毎に多くのバリエーションが開発されていますが、その多くはカジュアルなイタリアのピ
ザの原型に似ています。このように食べ物を通じて私の街についてもっと知ってもらえたら幸いです。

ありがとうございます。

Detroit Style

(https://goo.gl/images/Huom7M)

Chicago Style Deep Dish

(https://goo.gl/images/UFL2Vy)



Shimabara
Melissa Wright

On a recent trip to Nagasaki, I passed through the 

city of Shimabara. Intrigued by its tourist brochures, I 

then later returned with a friend to further explore 

the area. 

Shimabara is west of Kumamoto and can be easily Shimabara is west of Kumamoto and can be easily 

reached via the ferry port just outside of Kumamoto 

City. There are two ferry companies that operate 

from that point and each run several trips back and
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forth per day. Fares for adults range from 780 to 1000 each way. After having ridden on both I 

recommend the Kumamoto Ferry Co. (blue/white boat) because for only a 220 difference it’s 

faster (30 minutes vs. 1 hour) and the seating is far nicer. 

From the Shimabara port there is both a train and bus that go to most attractions (the train does

not use IC cards but the bus does). The main 

attraction is Shimabara Castle which has a 

museum and observation deck. The museum 

has a nice collection of artifacts and focuses 

mainly on the Shimabara Rebellion and 

Christianity in the area. Many exhibits are in 

Japanese, English, Korean, & Chinese, and 

admission is admission is 540. The views from the 

observation deck are very nice and allow you 

to see both the sea and the volcano. Also in 

the castle complex, there are exhibit spaces 

chronicling volcanic eruptions in the area and 

the sculptor who made the Peace Park statue 

in Nagasaki. 

In a neighborhood near the castle complex 

there are three samurai houses that have been set up to look like how they would have been in the 

past (all are free admission). There are abundant waterways throughout the town, many of which 

have very large Koi fish in them. Additionally, there are many spring areas that you can drink from. 

We had lunch in the shopping district area at “Space Caffe”. It specializes in pizza and pasta and 

makes really thick hot chocolate. I highly recommend it even if you’re just passing through the 

city. 

Overall, Shimabara City makes for a nice day trip and can be enjoyed on a budget. In the future, Overall, Shimabara City makes for a nice day trip and can be enjoyed on a budget. In the future, 

I’d like to return to see the volcano museum and flower park, and experience the hot springs, all of 

which require more time and possibly a car. Fortunately, there are fairly cheap rental cars in the 

city.



Graduation
Timothy Hull
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So it’s that time of year again, high school 

graduation. This always gets me thinking back to 

my own graduation ceremony from secondary 

school in the UK (Actually called a ‘Leavers 

Mass’; it was a Catholic school), and I don’t 

really remember much. We sang a few songs, 

watched a few presentations, and listened to 

speeches about how we were all going to stay in speeches about how we were all going to stay in 

touch forever. Which obviously we didn’t, 

besides my handful of truly close friends.

Getting back to Japan for a minute, as I work in 

four schools, one of the hardest things I have 

had to come to terms with is that I can’t be 

everywhere at once. This is especially true when 

it comes to graduation ceremonies. Every year 

destiny (otherwise known as my work schedule) 

decides where it will be that I can formally say 

goodbye to my students.goodbye to my students.

Every year this is a lamentable situation, but this 

year is proving especially difficult for me. Being 

a third-year ALT, the students graduating this 

year have been with me since the beginning. 

When I was new they were new, and though of 

course, we as ALTs tell ourselves that all classes 

and students are equal, we can’t help it; we get 

closer to some. And though endings are natural closer to some. And though endings are natural 

and an important part of life, I really want to see 

them all graduate and complete the shared time 

we’ve had together properly.

In my heart of hearts, I knew this was impossible 

before I even knew what school I was going to 

be working at on graduation day. This, however, 

didn’t stop me from trying to think of ways to 

solve the problem. Perhaps I could drive 

between schools throughout the day? No, even 

with permission my southernmost school to 

northernmost school is an hour’s commute. But northernmost school is an hour’s commute. But 

maybe one of the ceremonies will be in the 

afternoon? No, that’s not the case either. 

Perhaps I can Skype?

Eventually stopping myself before my ideas got 

too crazy. I once again thought back to my own 

graduation in the UK, and once again I mulled 

over how I didn’t really remember too much 

about it. But what did I remember from 

 secondary school? I remembered hanging out 

with my friends at lunchtime, I remembered 

lessons with slightly crazy teachers, I even 

remembered lying about handing in my 

homework a few days earlier when my teacher 

questioned where it was (traumatic memories 

for a student who won the best-behaved award 

in primary school). This is when it hit me, it in primary school). This is when it hit me, it 

doesn’t matter if I miss graduation ceremony; It 

doesn’t matter if I can’t see my students off 

formally on that day. What matters are the 

memories of everyday school life, those are the 

memories that are important, and those are the 

memories that graduation ceremonies are 

celebrating (In my perhaps slightly celebrating (In my perhaps slightly 

romanticising mind at least). 

So, with a somewhat satisfied mind that I’ll have 

made an impression on my students, however 

small, I will be looking forward to graduation 

next month. Where every year my students ask 

me ‘Are you going to cry, Tim?’ and I always 

reply ‘No, of course not!’. Whether what’s said 

and what’s done are two different things 

however, this year, remains to be seen. however, this year, remains to be seen. 



18A Taste of Tea in 
Minamata
Greg Corbett

In November 2017, the ‘16th Japanese Black 
Tea Summit’ was held for the first time in 
Minamata at Eco Park Minamata Rose 
Garden. Staged in a different area of Japan 
each year, this event provides an opportunity 
for tea producers, connoisseurs and 
ordinary folk alike to sit down and have a 
chin wag over a hot brew. Visitors purchased chin wag over a hot brew. Visitors purchased 
a mini sample teacup for 500 yen, and then 
proceeded to make their way around the 

course, sampling a range of teas from all over Japan, and perhaps some of Minamata’s very own 
‘Minamata-cha’ as well.

Aside from enjoying many, many cups of tea, international visitors might have also picked up a 
few ways to describe the taste of tea in Japanese. I thought I would introduce a few here, so the 
next time you want to sound sophisticated over a hot cuppa with a Japanese friend, don’t just 
smile sweetly and say, ‘おいしい！’ - get your mouth around some of these phrases.

~産（～さん）
This is how you say where a tea is 
made. Append ‘産’ to the place 
name.
Example: 
これは熊本県産（くまもとけんさん）これは熊本県産（くまもとけんさん）
ですか？ Is this made in Kumamoto 
Prefecture?

香り（かおり）
This word means ‘aroma’ or 
‘fragrance’.
Example: 
いい香（かお）り！いい香（かお）り！This smells 
lovely!

こくがある
This means ‘full-bodied’ or rich, and 
is used to describe wine or coffee as 
well.
Example:
こくのある味（あじ）ですね。こくのある味（あじ）ですね。
It has a full-bodied flavor.

渋味（しぶみ）
This describes the bitterness of the 
tea.
Example:
強（つよ）い渋（しぶ）みはないです強（つよ）い渋（しぶ）みはないです
ね。It’s not too bitter.

Photo courtesy Minamata City

Photo courtesy Minamata City

Photo courtesy Minamata City
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Photo courtesy Minamata City

Know Your Japanese Tea

While we’re on the subject of tea, it’s worth noting that there are a wide variety of teas for you to 
try while you’re in Japan. Remember a few of these words and be adventurous next time you 
order someお茶 at your local café.
Genmaicha (Roasted Brown Rice Tea): Made 
from green tea leaves mixed with roasted 
brown rice grains that are known to pop as they 
roast. This tea has a characteristic yellow colour 
and can even make a light crackling sound as 
the water is poured over it. If you can’t decide 
whether to have tea or popcorn, this might be a 
good compromise.good compromise.

Mugi-cha (Roasted Barley Tea): Made from 
roasted barley. A good choice if you want a 
caffeine-free tea  or if you feel like having tea 
that is technically not tea at all.

Koucha (Black Tea): In spite of its kanji 
(meaning ‘red’), this refers to black, 
English-style tea.

Uron-cha (Oolong Tea): A brown Chinese tea 
that is popular in Japan, and is sometimes mixed 
with shochu! Don’t oolong-hai and drive.

Matcha (Powdered Green Tea): Fine 
powdered tea milled from high quality green 
tea leaves. This is the one used in Japanese tea 
ceremonies. Good if you want a delicious drink 
that looks like the contents of a witch’s 
cauldron.

Ryoku-cha (Green Tea):Ryoku-cha (Green Tea): This is where tea 
terminology gets a bit tricky. It seems that this 
word can refer to many different types of 
green tea, such as sencha (tea made with leaves 
grown in the sun), gyokuro (the really good 
stuff - made with the plant grown in the shade) 
or matcha.

Jasmine-cha (Jasmine Tea):Jasmine-cha (Jasmine Tea): If you have a 
compelling urge to eat a flower, perhaps order 
one of these instead.

Houji-cha (Roasted Green Tea): A popular tea 
that originated in Kyoto. The tea is roasted, 
giving it a reddish colour and reduced amounts 
of caffeine.

Happy Sipping!
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Yunoko, Minamata



21Fukuda Farm, Minamata

Yunoko, Minamata

'Samugawasuigen', 
Kugino, Minamata
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Photos by Joyce Tan
Aso-san

Beautiful Kurokawa

Burst of Colours (Fumotojo, Asagiri Town)

Fall in Asagiri Town
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Fall in Gokanosho

Fall in Itsuki

Smoke from Aso-san
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Snow-covered Kurokawa Mt. Aso in Winter

Maple Leaf Viewing in Asagiri Town

Hot Onsen in Cold Weather
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KumAJET’s Christmas Party 

at Jiaien Children’s Home
Engaging in cross-cultural activities in Japan’s local 
community is one of the aims of the JET 
Programme. So, on 17th December, KumAJET did 
exactly that when we held our annual Christmas Party 
for the children at Jiaien Children’s Home in 
Kumamoto city. This year, about seven ALTs from all 
over Kumamoto and almost 30 children came 
together to celebrate Christmas. Everyone had a together to celebrate Christmas. Everyone had a 
fantastic two hours decorating the Christmas tree 
and gingerbread biscuits and making Christmas 
cards. We also played party games such as musical 
chairs and pass the parcel. The children really 
enjoyed celebrating Christmas with us. I’d like to 
thank all of the ALTs who gave up their time to help. 
Thanks to your enthusiasm and kindness, the children Thanks to your enthusiasm and kindness, the children 
had a wonderful time.

I’d also like to say a huge thank you (again) to those 
of you who donated money, brought something to 
the book and bake sale or bought something from 
the sale at SDC. With all of your help, we were able 
to raise just under 30,000 yen, which we topped up 
to exactly 30,000 yen. Jiaien are very grateful for 
your generosity and kindness.

If you are interested in volunteering regularly at If you are interested in volunteering regularly at 
Jiaien and want more information, please do not 
hesitate to get in contact with KumAJET 
(kumajet@ajet.net). 

KumAJET Events

Spring 2018

Cold? Lonely? Bored? Fear not! KumAJET are proud to 
announce TWO events happening in Spring 2018!

All-Kyushu Hanami
National AJET Blocks 10 & 11 will join forces once again this year to hold the event at Ninomaru 
Park at Kumamoto Castle…AGAIN! They loved our sakura so much last year, that they couldn’t 
help but come back for another helping of Kumamoto-sakura-goodness. So, come out and see 
the beautiful cherry blossom that Kumamoto has to offer, meet some new people and party at 
the enkai afterwards! 

  When: 24th March 2018 (Sat.); 11:00 am  
 Where: Ninomaru Park, Kumamoto Castle
 
Enkai Details: 3500 yen; 7:00 pm; Celts Irish Pub
   Places for the enkai are limited, so book now via the link in the Facebook event to   
   avoid disappointment!



KumaFest 2018

Following the success of KumaFest in October 2017,  KumAJET has decided to host it again on 

21st April. So save the date and pack your tent for wonderful night of dancing, music and fun in 

one of the world’s largest calderas, Aso.

 When: 21st April (Sat.)

 Where: Minami Aso

  Price & Time: TBC

New leaders for KumAJET 2018/19

Are you interested in planning events or getting to know people from all over the prefecture? 

Then KumAJET is looking for someone like you!

We will be recruiting for the new leaders of KumAJET in the early summer and we’d love for you 

to join us. If you have any questions about joining next year, please let us know by emailing us on 

kumajet@ajet.net. We’d be happy to help!

Photo by June Ang

Noh Theatre Workshop
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27Kashima: The Village of Water
Lily McDermott

“So where is your placement?”

“Kashima.”

“Bless you.”

“Sorry, I mean ... it's a town called Kashima “Sorry, I mean ... it's a town called Kashima  it’s just outside of 
Kumamoto City.”

I imagine I am not the only person on the JET Programme to be
faced with the challenge of answering this question. Eager as 
some people seemed prepared to listen, I still couldn't allow 
myself to bore others with my attempted explanations. I needed 
to come up with asuccinct yet satisfactory answer that wouldn't 
waste anyone's time.waste anyone's time.

“I’m near the really big mall. You know, AEON Mall.”

“Oh yeah! I go there once in a while. I thought it was in 
Kumamoto City?”

“Well...”

Kashima-machi
District: Kamimashiki-gun
Area: 16.65 square km
Population: 9,217
Mayor: Yasuomi Araki

I really do love my town and my placement. I hope you will indulge me as I to try to do it justice. 
Here is an introduction to the wonderful town of Kashima. Let’s begin!

Kashima Town roughly corresponds to the narrow tract of land between the Midorikawa and Kashima Town roughly corresponds to the narrow tract of land between the Midorikawa and 
Kasegawa rivers. Virtually surrounded to the north, south and west by Kumamoto City, the reason 
the town has managed to maintain its municipal independence is rumoured to be its very healthy 
finances. Jonan, for example, is a similarly sized town nearby which amalgamated into Kumamoto 
City in 2010 facing financial difficulty. There are two elementary schools, one junior high school 
and one public kindergarten in Kashima.

The town is now essentially a sleepy suburb of Kumamoto City. Partially a result of being subject The town is now essentially a sleepy suburb of Kumamoto City. Partially a result of being subject 
to intermittent flooding throughout most of its recent geological history, and also due to abundant 
groundwater resources from Aso aquifers, it sports the tagline Mizu no Sato (Village of Water). 
Lying just to the southwest of the ring of mountains delineating the Aso caldera, Suntory's "Aso 
Natural Spring Water" is actually bottled in Kashima. Instead of accessing an underground network 
of pipes, each house, business and apartment building in the town has its own pumping well placed

directly in the water table. Residents pay only a small, flat 
access fee for unlimited water use each month.

Kashima has robust agricultural productivity, with a niche in Kashima has robust agricultural productivity, with a niche in 
soybeans, used in a local speciality, daizu sh ch  (soybean 
shochu). Wheat takes over the rice fields as a winter crop 
from December to May every year. The Suntory Kyushu 
Factory is located in Kashima, taking advantage of the 
strategic combination of abundant spring water and the 
locally grown wheat. In recent years, the service sector has 

seen particularly impressive gains. AEON Mall Kumamoto, though extensively damaged by the 
2016 earthquakes, is one of largest shopping centres in Kyushu by area.
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Overseeing the successful development of such a diversified economy while managing to maintain 
the area's natural beauty is likely one of the reasons that Kashima's mayor Yasuomi Aaraki (71) has 
remained in office for 31 years. In 2017, he was appointed Chairman of the National Association of 
Towns and Villages. He also serves as the Vice President of CLAIR (the Council of Local Authorities 
for International Relations).

Although it is the smallest town in Kumamoto by land area, and most of it is an unnervingly flat, Although it is the smallest town in Kumamoto by land area, and most of it is an unnervingly flat, 
repetitive series of perfectly rectangular rice fields, it still manages to surprise me every day. With 
little in the way, on a clear day, you can look east out into the tall, climbing layers of mountains of 
Yamato-cho. Southwest, to Unzen. North, to Mt. Kinpu and the stupa on Hanaokayama, and 
northeast, to the edges of Aso. And I don’t even need to leave the comfort of my apartment.

Attractions

Tennen Pool (天然プール)
A conversion of a section of shallow riverbed, the A conversion of a section of shallow riverbed, the 
naturally formed outdoor pool remains 18 degrees 
throughout the year. In the dog days of the 
Kumamoto summer, it's the perfect place to cool 
down. All of the town's school children seem to 
think so too, so it may not be the best place to go 
if you have quiet relaxation in mind.

Ukishima Shrine (浮島神社)
Surrounded by the same natural spring water as the 
Tennen Pool, Ukishima Shrine (above) appears in the 

winter almost to be a floating island drifting in the frost 
smoke. Locals call the shrine Ukishima-san.
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Gumeshi (具飯)
Gumeshi is a local mixed-rice (maze-gohan) dish featuring burdock, green beans and horse. 
Every year on October 17 it is made at home to wish for a good autumn harvest, coinciding 
with the lion dance festival (shishimai) at Rokka Shrine (六嘉神社). In homage to the local 
speciality, gumeshi features often in Kashima’s school lunches (above), alongside simmered 
soybeans and dago-jiru.

Here is a translation of a recipe for gumeshi. Here is a translation of a recipe for gumeshi. 

raw white rice   400g
water     520mL
thinly sliced horse thigh 120g
ito konnyaku, cut into
 small stirps   60g
burock (gobo)   60g
carrots, cut intocarrots, cut into
 matchsticks   40g
green beans, cut into
 1 cm chunks   24g
dried shiitake, thinly sliced 4
vegetable oil    8mL
koikuchi soy sauce  5mL
sakesake      6mL
white sugar    6g
mirin     3mL

Preparation:
 • rehydrate the dried shiitake
 • parboil the konnyaku and green beans
 • rinse and drain the rice

Method:
 1. Cook the white rice as normal.
  2. Saute the horse thigh in vegetable oil. Saute  
  all the other ingredients (except for green  
  beans).
 3. Add the seasonings (soy sauce, sake, sugar,  
  mirin). Add the green beans.
 4. Mix everything into the cooked white rice.

Original Recipe and Explanation in Japanese by the School 
Dietitian Conference of Japan: 

http://www.zengakuei.or.jp/gyoji/43kumamoto/kumamoto1.html

Recommended Restaurants
Ｋｉｔｃｈｅｎせりぐち Kitchen Seriguchi
うなぎ とくなが   Unagi Tokunaga
cafe de GOHAN
担々麺　ささのは　  Tantanmen    
      Sasanoha
焼肉焼肉 俺の牛    Yakiniku     
      Orenoushi
焼肉 せんまんや   Yakiniku     
      Senmanya
海鮮炭火焼 かしま   Kaisen Sumibiyaki   
      Kashima
ラーメン陽向    Ramen Hinata

Additional Information
 • Kashima Town Event Calendar (Japanese only)   
  http://www.town.kashima.kumamoto.jp/q/list/260.html
 • Kashima Town Newsletter
  http://www.town.kashima.kumamoto.jp/q/list/1.html
 • Kashima Town Promotional Video
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vncg2AD952s
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Carnival:

Introducing My 
Country’s Largest 

Festival
Zaynab Nakhid

Image courtesy Afiya Francis
Photographed by Kyeon Lucian Constantine

February in Japan once again brought 
me to the culture lessons that I teach 
once a year. At this time I cannot help 
but miss my country of Trinidad and 
Tobago. A twin island state found in 
the Caribbean Sea. Home to the 
Scarlet Ibis, Soca, the best food and 
Carnival. Carnival brings to mind ideas Carnival. Carnival brings to mind ideas 
of Mardi Gras in the U.S. and the huge parade in Rio De Janiero. Our Carnival however, is a bit 
different from those. Carnival in Trinidad and Tobago is not marketed exclusively for tourists. It is 
simply the world’s largest street party. As such anyone and everyone can join in the celebrations 
and take part.

I explain to the students how Carnival was brought into the country by the Europeans back in the I explain to the students how Carnival was brought into the country by the Europeans back in the 
days of slavery. The former slaves were able to take the festival and transform it into their own. 
The celebration is tied to every Trinbagonian regardless of their ethnicity because of the history 
and culture with which it represents our country.

Months of preparation goes into the Carnival celebrations which are officially two days but actually 
goes on for a week. Most people are excited by the costumes displayed and save for months to 
don one of the headdresses or beautifully crafted designs by many Trinbagonian designers.

Image courtesy the National Carnival Commission of 
Trinidad and Tobago

The costumes are worn in Mas 
Bands. These are companies who 
select a theme for the year and 
design several costumes under it. 
People then parade them across a 
stage. The Mas band with the 
prettiest costumes win Band of the 
year for Carnival.year for Carnival.

Costumes can be anything. Some 
people dress in the traditional 
characters of Carnival such as the 
midnight robber, Pierrot Grenade or 
Moko Jumbie. I would hope that 
these characters would gain the 
interest of my students but like 
everyone else most of them prefer everyone else most of them prefer 
the modern costumes made out of 

out of beads, feathers and glittering jewelry. These costumes are handcrafted by experienced 
wire benders who afterwards painstakingly add hundreds of feathers and beads to get the 
completed effect. 
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The dancing in the street is accompanied by Soca music. Soca was created in Trinidad and 

Tobago using a blend of African and Indian rhythms to create a sound unique to the country. The 

Image courtesy Proudfoot Communications Ltd.

There are many events and 

celebrations that make up the 

Carnival season but I highly 

recommend going to experience it 

yourself since it is would be better 

than just reading about it on paper. 

Have a good Carnival season 

everyone!everyone!

Image courtesy Proudfoot Communications Ltd.

music is made specifically for 

dancing and　moving in the parade. I 

was even able to get my Junior High 

Grade 3 boys up to walk in a line, 

which was quite a contrast from my 

Elementary School Grade 3 kids who 

happily danced and enjoyed the 

music.music.

Several competitions and street 

parties also accompany the Carnival 

celebrations such as Dimanche Gras, 

J’ouvert, Steel Pan (the country’s 

national instrument), Calypso 

Monarch, Soca Monarch and 

Chutney Soca Monarch. Every year 

there is a Japanese Soca artiste who there is a Japanese Soca artiste who 

enters the Soca Monarch competition to vie with others around the world for a chance to win Soca 

Artiste of the year. The costumes worn during the Dimanche Gras are usually several feet high and 

the person who wins this contest will be crowned the King or Queen of Carnival.

J’ouvert is the party that officially begins the Carnival season. Players wake up at 4:30 am to dress J’ouvert is the party that officially begins the Carnival season. Players wake up at 4:30 am to dress 

as the blue, red or black devils. People party until the sun has risen, then return to get ready for the 

Mas Band. Children are also allowed to participate with many people making character clothing for 

their kids. The kids walk along the street accompanied by their parents, most of them proud to 

show off the costumes of their own design.
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Interview with a Wire 
Bender

Zaynab Nakhid

Image courtesy of Anastasia Ramjag

This month for my English board I decided to do 

Carnival as my theme. Since Carnival isn’t well 

known in Japan I displayed my headpiece so that 

people could have a better understanding of the 

festival. This display was for my students but 

many visitors to the school were also interested. 

Was it real? Are the feathers real? Is it actually 

worn for Carnival? How is it made? I wasn’t worn for Carnival? How is it made? I wasn’t 

exactly sure myself. Many times I took the 

headpiece to English camp and I got the same 

questions from my peers as they checked to see 

if the wire tailored to me will fit them. What 

exactly goes into creating those beautiful 

Carnival costumes?

I decided to interview Giorgio Johanne Gonzales, 

a professional Wirebender from Trinidad and 

Tobago who has been studying the craft since he was a teenager. His inspiration for making 

costumes actually came from the Japanese art of cosplay. After cosplaying several anime 

characters and winning prizes he decided to design costumes for Carnival. He goes by the name 

Gio the wire bender and he showcases his designs on:

https://www.facebook.com/giothewirebender/

1. What got you interested in wire bending?

As a teen, I cosplayed a lot. I started off with the very 

basics in cloth, but as I grew older and my cosplays 

improved I wanted to challenge myself more. So I 

started experimenting with other materials like plastic, 

wood and eventually wire.

2. Is the craft passed on from Wirebender to 2. Is the craft passed on from Wirebender to 

Wirebender? Or is it a skill that you acquired on 

your own?

In Trinidad and Tobago, there are many great In Trinidad and Tobago, there are many great 

craftsmen in many different fields including wire 

bending, and whilst they do exist, I was 100% 

self-taught. By the time I had met some of the greats 

I had already perfected my own style and techniques.

3. What’s your favourite type of costume to 

make?

It’s difficult to single out a particular type of costume It’s difficult to single out a particular type of costume 

since the nature of my designs are to consistently be 

creative and come up with new styles and designs. I 

suppose the best way to answer this is to say that my 

favourite costume to make is the one I haven’t made 

yet since the rush of bringing a new creation to life 

can seldom be trumped.



4. How many costumes did you debut at this 

year’s carnival?

This year my focus was more on production 

rather than individual pieces. What I can say is 

that I produced well over 500 different pieces in 

a combination of wire bras, head pieces, wings 

and backpacks.

5. When do you begin preparing for Carnival?5. When do you begin preparing for Carnival?

Preparations for Carnival in Trinidad and Tobago Preparations for Carnival in Trinidad and Tobago 

usually start about 7 months before the event. 

The design season has to start 2 or 3 months 

before that. It takes weeks of trial and error to 

come up with a design. Other times inspiration 

hits you and you can be done in a couple of 

hours.

6. Do you also custom make costumes for 

anyone who’d want one outside of the 

Trinidad and Tobago Carnival season?

Over the years, Carnival has grown and has Over the years, Carnival has grown and has 

now been embraced many other countries. 

Now, there aren’t that many Wirebenders so 

it is up to the ones that do exist to satisfy the 

market. As of this year, I now do costumes 

for 8 Carnivals in the Caribbean, 4 Carnivals 

in the USA, 1 Carnival in Canada and 2 

Carnivals in Europe.Carnivals in Europe.

7. Do you also design costumes for men?

Yes. Some men always want to look extra 

fancy on the road as well and I will never 

refuse someone that’s just looking to enjoy 

and express themselves, be it male or 

female.

8. Would you consider it an art?

To me, not only is wire bending an art, it’s a 

dying art. Most of the traditional Wirebenders have either retired or passed away and there aren’t 

many others who are willing to learn the art. I myself have been desperate to get anyone that is 

willing to learn and have even offered free wire bending classes to the general public.

Looking over the designs on Mr. Gonzales’ Facebook page I have to admit that I was impressed by Looking over the designs on Mr. Gonzales’ Facebook page I have to admit that I was impressed by 

the sheer number of designs he had come up with. I can see from the pieces produced that he is 

passionate about his work. Any JET who has ever been present at the English camps would 

remember my headpiece which was also made by Mr. Gonzales after only a two hour notice and 

for the very next day. I hope that you enjoyed learning about the art of wire bending. Carnival in 

Trinidad and Tobago is truly a special event loved by its people and we hope that you will be able 

to experience it someday.
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